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The terms “bioinformatics” and “compu-
tational biology” are only about 20 years 
old – their first appearance in the Medline 
database may have been as the keywords for 
the 1990 article describing the first steps of 
the National Center for Biotechnology 
Information (Benson et al., 1990). But the 
mathematical approaches toward the analy-
sis of the structure, function, and evolution 
of biopolymers has begun much earlier. The 
field cannot be properly described without 
noting the series of articles by L. Pauling 
and E. Zuckerkandl in the 1960s, in which 
they cast evolutionary molecular biology as 
information science, called genes and their 
RNA and protein products “sense-carrying 
units” and defined the research program of 
distinguishing signals from noise in these 
molecules by comparing similar molecules 
from different species (Zuckerkandl and 
Pauling, 1965); Margaret Dayhoff’s Atlases 
of protein sequence and structure and the 
first models of amino acid sequence evo-
lution specified there (Dayhoff and Eck, 
1968); first practical algorithms for pair-
wise comparisons of protein and nucleic 
acid sequence (Needleman and Wunsch, 
1970; Sellers, 1974; Smith and Waterman, 
1981); powerful database search heuristics, 
developed by David Lipman and his collabo-
rators (Pearson and Lipman, 1988; Altschul 
et al., 1990); and the foundational work in 
algorithms and statistics for molecular phy-
logenetics (reviewed in Felsenstein, 2003). 
These efforts are (or should be) part of any 
textbook, not only on bioinformatics, but 
perhaps on modern biology as a whole.
The significance of this work, which was 
not yet called either bioinformatics or com-
putational biology, was not only in the new 
discoveries of sequence similarities and pat-
terns of gene evolution. A more profound 
effect was on the broader scientific enter-
prise, as it became obvious that computa-
tional methods were in fact instrumental in 
immediate and productive interpretation of 
the biological sequences.
Invention of automated sequencer 
in early 1980s, formal establishment of 
Human Genome Project in 1990, and 
 announcement of the completion of human 
genome draft in 2000 are the recognized 
milestones of biology. The day of July 25, 
1995, however, is a good candidate for 
the Day 1 of the Heroic Age of the Era of 
Complete Genomes. On that day, the first 
complete genome sequence of a cellular 
organism, H. influenzae, was reported in the 
Science magazine (Fleischmann et al., 1995). 
With several more genome sequences of 
bacteria and, later, archaea, the approaches 
of bioinformatics and computational biol-
ogy could be applied at the genomic scale. 
And, although our understanding of the 
organisms with completely sequenced 
genomes continues to be far from perfect, 
a significant amount of new information 
could be teased out of the very first genomes 
in a matter of few months – the concern 
that the genome sequences for a long time 
will remain an enigma, similar to Linear A 
script of Cretan archeologists, proved to be 
unfounded.
Also in the 1980–1990s, the quiet revo-
lutions occurred in many other fields of 
scientific instrumentation development, 
by now allowing us not only to sequence 
genomes completely, but also to profile 
quantitatively the amounts, activities, 
spatial locations, and movements of many 
molecules inside the cells, as well as register 
multiple parameters describing the whole 
cells and cell populations. Thus, in addi-
tion to the strings of symbols represent-
ing the genetic information encoded in the 
genomes, we have another genome-scale 
data type – the vectors of numeric meas-
urements associated with every genetic 
element and every other molecule in the 
cells of different types, as well as with the 
cells and supracellular structures. In this 
case too, we are not completely clueless, 
as the existing algorithmic approaches 
and methods of multidimensional statis-
tics help to discern biologically significant 
patterns in these data, and, on the other 
hand, the properties of these data moti-
vate the development of new methods. It 
does not hurt that, as biologists come up 
with new platforms for data acquisition, 
the cost of high-performance computing 
and terabyte-scale data storage continues 
to go down.
To know any biological system, we want 
to get an insight in its evolution, structure, 
and function, in order to explain ultimately 
adaptation, diversity, and complexity of the 
system. Developing mathematical, com-
putational, and statistical approaches and 
applying them to analyze these and other 
properties of living systems is the ultimate 
grand challenge for bioinformatics and 
computational biology.
More specific challenges run in several 
dimensions. First, there is a multiplicity of 
areas within biology, some of which already 
have the lists of open computational prob-
lems, and others so new that the problems 
are only now being defined. In particular, 
this journal is interested in the analysis 
of amino acid and nucleotide sequences, 
and in the novel views on the relationship 
between the sequences and the higher-order 
molecular structures; in the analysis of large 
multidimensional numeric datasets, which 
include gene expression readouts, gene 
and protein interaction data, and gener-
ally any representation in which each gene 
in a genome is associated with the set of 
measurements characterizing some aspect 
of the existence and life history of this gene; 
in computational analysis of evolution of 
all life forms; in quantitative approaches 
to analysis of biological images, biomedi-
cal texts, and other types of data that are 
only recently entering the real of high- 
throughput biology.
The second dimension of our quest is 
the dual existence of bioinformatics as ena-
bling technology (“developing tools”) and 
as a science that applies the tools of the 
trade to solving open problems in any of the 
areas described above. The journal will aim 
at providing the forum to the whole spec-
trum of studies, from an improvement of 
an existing method to an attempt at defin-
ing a new law (or perhaps at least a rule) 
of genomic biology. It will be important 
for us to see, however, that the description 
of a particular computational approach is 
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contribution of Richard Bellman explicat-
ing the dynamic programming algorithm 
cited inspiration from the work of Kenneth 
Arrow and Abraham Wald (Bellman, 1952), 
and that T. Smith and M. Waterman in the 
paper about their eponymous algorithm 
credited Walter Goad for independently 
coming up with a very similar idea (Smith 
and Waterman, 1981). Following these 
examples, in this journal we will encour-
age authors to present the historic context 
of their contribution by enthusiastically 
accounting relevant results of their prede-
cessors. Such treatment will be especially 
requested when the manuscripts are con-
sidered for elevation to the higher tiers in 
Frontiers Evaluation System.
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preceded by a clear definition of the sci-
entific question to be answered using this 
approach, and that the success or failure of 
the new approach to answer the question 
and to move the research forward is clearly 
documented.
The third dimension of interest to our 
journal is epistemological. There is a sound 
argument, put forward many times, that the 
work carried out by using mostly or only 
dry-lab methods should be held to the same 
standards as the wet-lab work, and the con-
clusions from computational work are not 
inherently stronger or weaker than those 
from genetic or biochemical experiments. 
Wet-lab experiments are as amenable to 
alternative interpretations as the compu-
tational ones, and quantitative inference is 
inherent the interpretation of any experi-
ment (Iyer et al., 2001). Thus, we will be 
interested in publishing the papers that deal 
with the standards of proof in computa-
tional biology, and in using wet-lab and 
dry-lab evidence to refute, but ultimately 
refine, each other.
Finally, bioinformatics and compu-
tational biology are relatively new fields, 
and we work to address the unsolved 
problems. From this may come a tempta-
tion to cast one’s work as completely stand-
alone effort, the result of out-of-the-blue 
burst of creativity. In contrast, attributed 
to the doyen of Russian historians Nikolai 
Karamzin is the conviction that the respect 
of one’s forbearers is a citizen’s virtue, and 
we may remember that the seminal PNAS 
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